ADULT PROGRAM AND SERVICES
Men's Club
To Lynda Rickun & Family in memory of Arthur Rickun
Anonymous
To Ken & Dee Stein in memory of Ronald Rickun
Barbara & Al Simon

CAMPING FUNDS
Edith & George Bach Camping
To Tom Weil & Family in memory of Lainie Weil
Renee Mayer
B’nai He-Atid Annual Fund
In honor of David Kazan’s special birthday
Elyse & BJ Cohn
In honor of Max Rosenberg’s upcoming Bar Mitzvah
Debbie Singer & Matt Rosenberg

Harry & Harriet Dizack Camp Interlaken JCC Scholarship
To Lynda & Jeffrey Cowan in memory of Harriet Dizack’s birthday
To Robert & Jill Dizack in memory of Harriet Dizack’s birthday
Carol Dizack
To Lynda & Jeffrey Cowan in memory of Harriet & Harriet Dizack
To Carol Dizack in memory of Harry & Harriet Dizack
Robert & Jill Dizack
Wishing Carol Dizack a happy Valentine’s Day
The Cowan Family
To the Weiner Family in memory of Mike Weiner
Jim Peckarsky
Karen Edelstein Memorial
To Jack Edelstein in memory of Marvin Edelstein
Norman, Sylvia, Richard, & Andrea Elias

Camp Interlaken Director Discretionary
In honor of Toni Davison Levenberg’s Chai Anniversary with Camp Interlaken JCC
Jonah Geller & Jennifer Noparstak

Camp Interlaken’s Greatest Needs
To Cheryl Brickman in memory of Mark Brickman
To Nina Edelman in memory of Doris Gendelman
To Harold Galtizer in memory of Morris Galtizer
To Bruce Gendelman in memory of Doris Gendelman
To Bob Lubar in memory of Alfred Lubar
To David Lubar in memory of Alfred Lubar
To Lynda Rickun in memory of Artie Rickun
Andrea & Bob Mandel

Camp Interlaken JCC Scholarship
To Gail and Jacob Brodson, camp staff, and Jenna Brodson, camper
Linda Brodson
In honor of Danya Paley
The Philanthropy Lab
Brittany Gigl Camper Assistance
To Gary Greenberg & Family in memory of Thea Greenberg
Marta & Bob Gigl
To Lynda Mitz in memory of Sanford Mitz
Noah Mitz
Betty & Paul Jacobs K’far Noar
In memory of Betty & Paul Jacobs
Debbie Jacobs

Road to Rainbow
To Lori Craig in memory of Nikki Craig
Jonah Geller & Jennifer Noparstak
Horace & Idabelle Rosen Children’s Camp Scholarship
In honor of Aaron Champagne
In honor of Bruce Rosen
John Matousek
Rubin Family Camp Interlaken Scholarship
To Lori Craig in memory of Nikki Craig
Sheryl & Jon Rubin
Adam (A.J.) Sobel Camp Interlaken Scholarship
To Liz Bornstein in memory of her mother, Lainie Tolkan Weil
To Kathy Worly in memory of her sister, Lainie Tolkan Weil
Diane Sobel
To Kay Boxer in memory of Bob Boxer
Lovy & Mike Gore
Betsy Lewis
To Marla Wichman Doffek in memory of her husband, Bruce
To Jennifer Moglowsky in memory of her mother, Gary & Diane Sobel
To Lexy Gore in memory of Adam Sobel
Robin Gilson
To Gary & Diane Sobel in memory of Adam Sobel
Lovy & Mike Gore
Bonnie & David Gould
Betsy Lewis
Mary Stearns
To Gary & Diane Sobel in memory of Adam Sobel on his birthday
Betsy Lewis
Bette & Martin Stern
To Lesli Stern in memory of Martin Stern
The Biano, Hleap, &Silverman Families
Lori Lockshin & Brian Polonecki
Jeffrey Mulfach
Marcia Tavares
Tracy Sweet Camp Interlaken JCC Scholarship
To Cindy & Patrick Allen & Family in memory of Patricia Jablonowski
Jim & Elaine Sweet, Steffie Chass & Family, & Michelle Thomas & Family
In honor of Michael Chass’ birthday
In honor of Hy Eglash’s birthday
To Sheila & Hy Eglash in memory of Charles Kozol
In honor of Jeff Frank’s birthday
To Gerold Gersh & Family in memory of Eileen Hersh
Wishing Polly & Jim Koontz & Family a Happy New Year
In honor of Carolyn Koppel’s birthday
Wishing Carolyn Koppel & Family a Happy New Year
In honor of Betty Lieberman’s birthday
Wishing Lyl Bodner Lufrano & Family a Happy New Year
Wishing Julie Norman & Family a Happy New Year
To Carole Pollack & Family in memory of Howard A. Pollack
Wishing Cindi Samson & Family a Happy New Year
In honor of Louis Schuckit’s birthday
In honor of Micki Seinfeld’s birthday
In honor of Greg Smith’s birthday
In honor of Beverly Sweet’s birthday
In honor of Judith M. Sweet’s birthday
In honor of Fred Tavill’s 99th birthday
Wishing Philip Tavill a Happy New Year
In honor of Raj Thomas’ birthday
In honor of Jill Youman’s birthday
Jim & Elaine Sweet
In honor of Keith Friedman’s birthday
In honor of Evelyn Harris’ birthday
In honor of Stuart Hoffman’s birthday
In honor of Harvey Kleiner’s birthday
In honor of Micaela Levine’s birthday
In honor of Bill Rosen’s birthday
In honor of Larry Steffens’ birthday
In honor of Karen Stein’s birthday
In honor of Bob Strzelczyk’s birthday
In honor of Gerald Vitamvas’ birthday
In honor of Patti Weigler’s birthday
James A. Sweet, CPA
To Raymond & Barbara Krueger in memory of Catherine Krueger
In honor of Paul Reysen’s birthday
In honor of Laura Zimdar’s birthday
Jim Sweet
In honor of Jim Sweet
Anonymous
In honor of our friendship with Jim & Elaine Sweet
Charles & Lynne Bomzer
In honor of Jim Sweet for Hanukkah
The Chass & Thomas Families

Wagan Family CIL Camper Scholarship
To Lynda Mitz in memory of Sanford Mitz
Noah Mitz
Beth Wynn Children’s Activity Fund at JCC Rainbow Day Camp
Wishing Baylen & Liam Brody a Happy Hanukkah
Mr. & Mrs. David L. Goldenberg

CULTURAL ARTS
Ruth & Sam Gordon Tapestry
To Bonnie Sumner in memory of Mark Sumner
Pam Kriger & Family
Harriet & Stuart Rothman Jewish Culture
Wishing Harriet Rothman a Happy New Year
Jim & Elaine Sweet
Sylvia & Robert Seinfeld Jewish Film Festival
To Marla & Jeff Altschul in memory of Shirley Lessin Ron & Lisa Weber & Micki Seinfeld
To Linda & Dan Bader in memory of Elaine Callif
To Judi & Michael Ketten in honor of new grandson, Isadore
To Lori & Gary Plotnik in memory of David Fishman
Micki Seinfeld & Family
To Eli & Linda Frank in memory of Jonathan Frank
To Mitch & Cheryl Moser in memory of Hans Moser
Micki Seinfeld
Wishing Micki Seinfeld a Happy New Year
Jim & Elaine Sweet
HEALTH, RECREATION & FITNESS
Barbara & Melvin Altman Dance & Recreation
In memory of Barbara & Melvin Altman
Ben Hole
Mark & Barbara Glazer Community Wellness
In honor of David Kazan’s birthday
Mark & Barbara Glazer

HOLOCAUST RESOURCES
Walter W. Peltz Memorial Fund for Furthering Holocaust Education
To Samantha Abramson & Family in memory of her beloved grandmother
To Mr. & Mrs. Phil Himmelfarb in memory of their beloved brother, Marty
In memory of Walter Peltz
To Mr. & Mrs. Eddy Sadowsky in memory of their beloved brother, Marty
To Mr. & Mrs. Phil Himmelfarb in memory of their beloved brother, Marty

ISRAEL RELATED
Merton & Dorothy Rotter
To Jim & Jodi Lurie in honor of new grandchild
In honor of Harriet Smith’s special birthday
Dottie Rotter

JCC GENERAL
Greatest Need
In memory of Kfir Bibas, an innocent child lost to terrorism
Rob Hendel
To Joe D’Amato in memory of his mother, Virginia D’Amato
Jonah Geller
In honor of Bob & Diane Heilbroner
Jody Heilbroner
In honor of Moshe Katz’s inspirational speech
Muk Luks®
In honor of Reenie Kavalar’s birthday
Susie Gidan
In honor of David Kazan’s birthday
David & Alisa Wasserman
In honor of Jake Klavens’ great support at the Maccabi Games
In honor of Ronna Ruffin’s great support at the Maccabi Games
Loren & Mark Schmidt
In memory of Herbert Kohl
Marlene J. Widen
To Lynda Rickun in memory of Arthur Rickun
Debbie Paler

JEWSISH COMMUNITY PANTRY
To Michael Altman & Family in memory of Joyce Altman
Bernard & Judy Kristal
To Karen Angeli in memory of her mother & stepfather
Jeff & Cathy Bensman
To Linda Bader in memory of Elaine Callif
To Doris Willis in memory of Burton Willis
Carol Fishman
To the Bass Family in memory of Betty Weitzen
Naomi Arbit
Sandy Nankin
In honor of Joel Berman’s birthday
In honor of Joel Forbes’ birthday
In honor of Jody Knob’s birthday
Marshall Forbes
To Alan & Barbara Bern in honor of Hannah & Adam’s engagement
Marlynn Brick, Belle Weinstein, & Family
Nona Rowen
To Harriet Bocksenbaum in memory of Burt Goodman
Marlynn Brick, Belle Weinstein, & Family
Jeffrey Wasserman
To Vivian Borkin & Family in memory of David Borkin
To the Callif Family in memory of Elaine Callif
To Enid Liess & Family in memory of Jerry Liess
In honor of Robin Nankin’s birthday
Sandy Nankin
To Liz Bornstein in memory of Lainie Weil
To Vicki Chiger in memory of Bob Chiger
To Karen Mazin in memory of Larry Lauwasser
Shari & Allan Luck
To BJ Cohn in memory of Maxine Cohn
Barbara & Alan Bern
Debra & Michael Watton
To Maria Doffek in memory of Bruce Doffek
Barbara & Alan Bern
Marcia Cherniack
Diane & Gary Sobel
To Sheila Eglash & Family in memory of Charles Kozol
To Carole Pollack in memory of Howard Pollack
To Mitch Moser & Family in memory of Hans Moser
Dorene & Phil Paley
To Suzy Ettinger in memory of Sandy Ettinger & Sally Waters
In honor of Sharon Hikken’s special birthday
In honor of Dorothy Meyers’ special birthday
To Toby Siegel in memory of Barbara Recht
Bunny Fried
In honor of Jim Flesch’s 80th birthday
Warren & Wendy Blumenthal
In honor of Mary Fowlkes
Helen Stoffel
To Dr. Burton Friedman in memory of Anne Friedman
To Lori & Bruce Gendelman in memory of Herbert Kohl
Jerry & Jill Polacheck
To the Goldman Family in memory of Harriet Goldman
To Laurel Lieberman in memory of Richard Lieberman
Sheri & Bob Hornik
To Blane Goodman & Family in memory of Burt Goodman
Marlynn Brick, Belle Weinstein, & Family
Jerry & Jill Polacheck
In honor of Rachel Hafemann’s birthday
Jethra Kapp & Joel Glaser
In honor of Simon Janotta’s first birthday
Marlynn Brick & Family
In honor of Gary & Reenie Kavalar
Don Jackson & Beverlee Nelson
In honor of David Kazan’s special birthday
Sheryl & Jon Rubin
Wishing Suzanne Krasno a Happy Hanukkah
Anita Krasen
In honor of Rich Konz’s birthday
Harriet Marcus
In honor of Tova & Michael Koren
In honor of Sharon Sanderson
In honor of Amy & Gary Stein
Mark Brick & the entire team of B&E General Contractors, Inc.
To the Lauwasser Family in memory of Lawrence Lauwasser
In honor of Leonard Lewensohn’s 90th birthday
Sharon Sanderson
To Dr. Sandy Mallin & Family in memory of Ruth Braun
Andrea Rabenn & Family in memory of John Lubotsky
Dr. Lewis & Beverly Feiges
In honor of Alan Marcuvitz’s milestone birthday
Alan & Barbara Bern
In honor of Ann Margolis’ great-grandson, Micah Goodman
Elaine & Howard Myers
To Karen Mazarin & Family in memory of Lawrence Lauwasser
Dr. Lewis & Beverly Feiges
Bernard & Judy Kristal
In honor of Debbie Mazius
Sally Reiner
To Barrie Merar in memory of Maxine Cohn
Bunny & Ron Cohen
Patti Weigler
To Beverly Moeckler in memory of Howard Moeckler
Susan Garrison
Bernard & Judy Kristal
In honor of Sandy Nankin
In honor of Michael & Sara Reubens
Lewis & Leatrice Marshak
In memory of Mildred Pack
Brian & Harriet Pack
Wishing Jack Padek a Happy, Healthy New Year
Michael Gordon
In honor of Dorene Paley’s service to the Jewish Community Pantry
Jim & Elaine Sweet
To Dorene & Phil Paley in honor of Hannah & Benji’s wedding
Nona Rowen
To Sydney Recht in memory of Barbara Recht
Arline Devorkin
In honor of Judy Schwert’s birthday
To Rochelle Whitman in memory of Paul Whitman
Naomi Arbit
In honor of Rabbi Ron & Judy Shapiro
Bunny & Ron Cohen
To Toby Siegel in memory of Barbara Recht
Myra Taxman
To Rhonda Siegman in memory of Doyonis (Dodie) Egan
Armin & Hollie Nankin
In honor of Harriet Smith’s birthday
Judy Glotzer
Barbara Shafton
In honor of Dianne Spector’s birthday
Renice Konik & Jim Kramlinger
In honor of Lil Teplinsky’s birthday
Hyam & Sheila Eglash
Judy Eglash
To Tom Weil & Family in memory of Lainie Weil
Dr. Lewis & Beverly Feiges
Jill & Jerry Polacheck
In honor of Harold Zirkin’s special birthday
Micki Seinfeld & Family
LEADERSHIP & STAFF
Jamie L. Miller L’Dor V’Dor Leadership
To Lori Craig in memory of Nicole “Nikki” Craig
  Jamie & Felicia Miller

PARENTING & FAMILY SERVICES
Mantel Sisters’ Family Fund to Assist Women in Crisis
To the Zuckerman Family in memory of Arlene Zuckerman
  Al & Judy Cohl

SPECIAL NEEDS
Center for Inclusion & Special Needs
In honor of David Margolis
  Louise & Jon Jesse
Donald A. Pollack Memorial Fund for Children with Special Needs
To Liz Bornstein & Family in memory of Lainie Weil
To Cheryl Brickman & Family in memory of Mark Brickman
To Vicki Chiger in memory of Robert Chiger
To Elyse & BJ Cohn & Family in memory of Maxine Cohn
To Karen & Barry Mazin & Family in memory of Larry Lauwasser
To Tom Weil in memory of Lainie Weil
  Adrienne Pollack-Sender